The Politics of Anti-Americanism
PSC-470-004 – Spring 2006

Instructor  Paola Cesarini
Department of Political Science
Providence College

Office Address  328 Service Building
Office Hours  WF 2:30 pm -- 4:00 pm
E-mail  cesarini@providence.edu
Location  FEINST-210
Times  MWF 1:30-2:20P

Required Text


4.  All other required readings can be found on Angel in the "Course Sessions" folder under the "Content" Tab.

Suggested Text

Throughout the semester, we will often discuss current events. To keep abreast of the latest world news, students should consult -- on a regular basis -- at least three items (of which, two should definitely be non-US sources) from the following list:

- Daily Newspapers:
  - Other reputable daily newspapers from around the world: The Washington Post (US); The Guardian (UK); The Financial Times (UK); Le Monde (France); El País (Spain); La Repubblica (Italy); Süddeutsche Zeitung (Germany).

- Weekly Magazines:
  - The Economist, (UK) at http://www.economist.com
  - Other reputable weekly magazines from around the world: The New Yorker (US); Le Point (France); Der Spiegel (Germany); Espresso (Italy). Progressive magazines: The New Republic (US); The Nation (US). Conservative Magazines: The Sessionly Standard (US); National Review (US).

- Monthly Magazines:
  - Foreign Policy, (US) at http://www.foreignpolicy.com
  - Le Monde Diplomatique, (France) available in English at http://mondediplo.com/
TV:
- BBC World News (UK) – daily on PBS stations
- The Newshour (US) – daily on PBS stations
- For optional comic relief, students are encouraged to watch -- in addition to “real” newcasts -- also: The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (US) -- on Comedy Central.

Radio:

Course Description

What is anti-Americanism? Is it really on the rise around the world? And, if yes, why does it matter? To answer these questions, the course will begin with a review of the theoretical literature on this widely misunderstood phenomenon. Second, it will offer a historical comparative study of Western and non-Western perceptions of the United States around the world - from Europe to the Middle East, and from Latin America to Asia. Third, it will look both at “Anti-anti-Americanism” and at domestic sources of “Un-Americanism”. Finally, it will analyze the relationships between anti-Americanism and transnational issues (such as human rights and globalization -- both economic and cultural) and between anti-Americanism and US popular culture.

Course Objectives

This seminar seeks neither to attack nor to defend the United States or its policies. Rather, it aims to call students' attention on the sources of anti-Americanism and its political consequences both at home and abroad. In this context, students will have a chance to reflect on their national identity and the challenges of cross-cultural communication. It is also expected that they will learn a great deal about politics in the rest of the world.

Tentative Schedule

Wednesday, 1/18
INTRODUCTION

Friday, 1/20 and Monday 1/23
SESSION ONE

Required Reading:
- Judt and Lacorne (2005), Introduction.

Wednesday, 1/25, Friday, 1/27 and Monday 1/30
SESSION TWO
Defining Anti-Americanism.

Required Reading:
- Judt and Lacorne (2005), Chapter 1.

Wednesday, 2/1, Friday, 2/3, Monday 2/6, Wednesday, 2/8 and Friday, 2/10.
SESSION THREE
- Anti-Americanism in Europe.

Required Reading:
- Judt and Lacorne (2005), Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
- Pinter, Harold (2005), Nobel Prize Lecture.

Monday, 2/13, Wednesday, 2/15 and Friday 2/17
SESSION FOUR
- Anti-Americanism in Latin America.

Required Reading:

Monday 2/20
PRESIDENT’S HOLIDAY – NO CLASS

Wednesday 2/22 and Friday 2/24
SESSION FOUR (cont.)
- Anti-Americanism in Latin America.

Required Reading:
- Faux, Jeff ( 2003), ‘Corporate Control of North America’, in American Prospect v. 13
Monday, 2/27 and Wednesday 3/1 and Friday 3/3
SESSION FIVE
• Anti-Americanism in the Middle East.

Required Reading:
• Judt and Lacorne (2005), Chapter 7, 8 and 10.
• World Public Opinion (2005), "Iraq Poll" and "The American Public's View of the Islamic World".

Monday 3/6, Wednesday 3/8 and Friday, 3/10
SPRING RECESS – NO CLASS

Monday 3/13, Wednesday 3/15 and Friday, 3/17
SESSION FIVE (cont.)
• Anti-Americanism in the Middle East.

Required Reading:
• Lewis (2003), All.

Monday 3/20, Wednesday, 3/22 and Friday 3/24
SESSION SIX
• Anti-Americanism in Australasia.

Required Reading:
• Judt and Lacorne (2005), Chapters 9 and 11.

Monday 3/27, Wednesday, 3/29 and Friday, 3/31
SESSION SEVEN
• Anti-Americanism and Globalization.

Required Reading:

Monday 4/3, Wednesday 4/5 and Friday, 4/7
SESSION EIGHT
• Anti-Americanism and Human Rights.

Required Reading:
• Human Rights Watch, ‘The United States and the International Criminal Court’.

Monday, 4/10 and Wednesday, 4/12
SESSION NINE
• Anti-anti-Americanism.

Required Reading:
• D'Souza, Dinesh (2004), 'Land of the Free', in National Review Online of July 2, 2004

Friday, 4/14 and Monday 4/17
EASTER RECESS – NO CLASS

Tuesday, 4/18, Wednesday 4/19 and Friday, 4/21
SESSION TEN
• The Quiet American.

Required Reading:

Monday, 4/24, Wednesday, 4/26 and Friday, 4/28
SESSION ELEVEN
• Un-Americanism.

Required Reading:
• “The Campaign of Hatred Against Us” -- Noam Chomsky interviewed by Ticky Fullerton, in Four Corners, January 26, 2002 issue.

Monday, 5/1, Wednesday 5/3 and Friday 5/5
SESSION TWELVE
• Anti-Americanism and Popular Culture.

Required Reading:

Course Requirements

• Students are responsible for all information posted on Angel. They should therefore regularly check their PC e-mail and Angel accounts for assignments and course updates.
• Students should also make sure that they are enrolled in the correct Angel section. If not, they should take all the necessary steps in order to enroll as soon as possible.

1. PARTICIPATION (10%)
• This course is a seminar. While there will be occasional lectures, class meetings will be mostly devoted to student-led discussion of assigned readings.
• Students are therefore expected to attend all class meetings, and come to class
prepared to discuss the assigned readings in an informed fashion.

- Student are also expected to contribute regularly to the course discussion forums on Angel.

2. **CLASS PRESENTATIONS (20%)**
  - Each student will be responsible for leading the class discussion on 2-3 separate occasions as assigned by the instructor (please see the "Course Presentations Schedule" located in the "Course Assignments" folder under the "Content" Tab).
  - As discussion leaders, students are expected to prepare a list of questions to facilitate class interaction and post it on the appropriate Angel discussion forum at least 24 hours before class meetings.
  - Discussion leaders are also expected to make a brief (10 minutes maximum) presentation to kick start the discussion at the beginning of class meetings.

3. **COURSE JOURNAL (20%)**
  - Students are required to keep a journal where they record their comments/reactions to course readings, lectures and discussions, with at least one entry for each course session.
  - Journal entries are due on the last day of each course session. The only exception to this rule regards the journal entry for Session Ten on the book "The Quiet American" which is due on the FIRST day of that session (i.e. on Tuesday 4/18).
  - Each student will be assigned an individual drop box on Angel in which he or she can turn in his/her journal entries.

4. **RESEARCH PAPER (50%)**
  - The main assignment for the seminar is a 20-page research paper on a particular aspect of anti-Americanism of your choice approved by the instructor.
  - There are three deadlines in connection with this research paper assignment (for details, please see "Research Paper Instructions" located into the "Course Assignments" folder under the "Content" tab.):
    a) Preliminary Outline (1-2 pages)
    b) Revised Detailed Outline and Annotated Bibliography (5-7 pages).
    c) Final Draft of your Research Paper.

**Attendance Policy**

- Attendance will be checked on a regular basis and only three absences will be excused.
- Students with more than three absences will receive a penalty of 1/3 of a grade -- to be calculated on their final grade for the class -- for each additional session missed.
- For example, a student with a total of six absences during the semester, who could earn a B+ on the basis of his/her academic performance, will receive a C+ as his/her final grade solely on account of missed attendance!
- Exceptions to this general attendance rules are extremely rare, and will be granted exclusively on the basis of serious, documented and verifiable medical or family emergency.

**Academic Integrity**

- Honesty is paramount in this course.
- Cheating, plagiarism and other acts of academic dishonesty will result in automatic
failure of the course and immediate referral to the appropriate committee for academic discipline.

- If you are unsure about the definition of academic dishonesty, please do not hesitate to seek clarification before turning in assignments directly from me or from other PC faculty.